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Action Plan 
What is your Plan of Action? 

Step One:   
Based on what you heard today, pick an action you can implement to improve care delivery.  

Ideas I heard today that I like: 

 
 
 
 

Step Two:   
Begin your plan for action by answering the following questions from the Model for Improvement. 

What am I trying to accomplish?  Our action step: 

 
 

How will I know that I have made an improvement?  How can I measure it? 

 
 

Tasks needed:  List the tasks needed to set up this action (who, what, where, when): 

 
 

What steps can I put into action by next Tuesday? 

 
 

AND what change in the next 90 days? 
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What are my greatest barriers to achieving success with my team’s action step? 
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